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Apollo 13 and Leadership On April 10th James "Jim" Lovell, John L. Swigert, and Fred W. Haise embarked on one of the
most historic missions in NASA history. The movie has forever contributed two phrases to our everyday cultural
vocabulary, "Houston we have a problem", communicated.

Swigert, and Fred W. As the movie continues the excessive number of problems and potential alternatives
seemed to be infinite, and Gene begins to lose his cool. His research shows groups follow a set path of
Forming, Storming, Norming and Performing. Trust in government and public finances has decreased. Since
there is no prior experience and situation history to formulate the plan from, Gene must consider the learning
curve of his team to develop this electrical startup procedure. Infrastructure Systems  As the film progresses
and more disruptions take place he will prove to the viewer that he is a leader who can adapt with each
circumstance and maintain his position as leader. The three territorial zones in Western Germany, controlled
by France, Britain, and the US, contrasted greatly with the Soviet-controlled East, which upheld socialism.
They are done with the last case scenario in the simulator Jim and Fred are ready to go home. On the 25th of
May, President Kennedy shocked the nation with his historical speech to put an American on the moon before
the decade was out. In movies, directors can create suspense by using music, different angles with camera
shots, lighting, and characters emotions. The movie has forever contributed two phrases to our everyday
cultural vocabulary, "Houston we have a problem", communicated by Jim Lovell, and "Failure is not an
option", voiced by Gene Kranz Therefore, Gene will partake in participative leadership as well as autocratic
leadership. Apollo 13 Essay Apollo 13 was one of the most terrifying and suspenseful events that happened in
history. Swigert Jr. Apollo 13 Essay words - 2 pages Apollo 13 Questions 1. One of the most accepted models
is that of Bruce Tuckman. Not long after the initial formation of the group pilot Ken mattingly was forced to
be removed from the crew due to possible medical problems, he was replaced by Jack Swigert. However some
issues arose before the launch where the Astronaut Thomas K. On-Scene Security and Protection  Swigert, and
Fred W. More specifically, everyday stress management is in some ways similar and in other ways different
from when we face a major challenge or crisis. After the second oxygen tank exploded the priority was to
return the crew safely on earth. Lovell, JR which was a commander, John L. The demand for raw materials
will create tensions on the commodities market and a struggle for energy resources. This essay will explain
how Apollo 13 follows the monomyth plotline. Sometimes the change is not all bad but can be positive change
as well. Although this objective outlines a commendable organizational goal, leaders must embrace the fact
that trials and tribulations will occur during the life of an organization. His dream becomes a reality when is
promoted to commander of the Apollo 13 mission to the moon. Jack was not supposed to go up into space. A
crisis is a turning point, so who is ready for crisis that means he or she is also ready for change for progress.
This essay will focus on four areas; organizational life style, the readiness of employees in different situations
as well as gain an understanding of characteristics associated with leadership, and explain the need to consider
all that is involved in leadership when in a leadership role. The primary concern in a crisis has to be public
safety. Jack Swigert was the one that took his place but Jack only had one day to prepare so out of the three
astronauts Jack was the least prepared astronaut going up into space. Alan B. The first event I will be talking
about is the Bay of Pigs. For instance, low levels of maturity, like that of the boys in Lord of the Flies, is a
good example of when leadership is most likely to fail. Determination is expressed through each character
throughout the suspenseful film. The following are the vital inner teachings drawn from the Apollo 13
mission. This reform caused a setback and the crew had to relearn each others strength and weaknesses.
Success will ultimately depend on a leader and their ability to make a sound decision based on the information
they have at hand. Flawed technology in place long before the flight caused the disaster, but the humanity of
effective leadership and communication skills brought our astronauts home safely. The characters Jim Lovell
and Gene Kranz are the leaders who are able to meet those challenges. Jim Lovell is most widely known for
his heroic efforts to save Apollo 13, but he also made important Effects of the Moon Walk words - 7 pages
space race response was because they did not want to fall under the superiority of Russia. It had a pressing
need to raise preferred equity finance for a major expansion during a period of market uncertainty, war, and
reported losses.


